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PURPOSE AND POLICY STATEMENT
It is the purpose of this policy to establish guidelines for employees to timely and
accurately report their time.
Timesheets document an employee’s time worked, leave used, unpaid time not worked,
and accounting codes, which provide the basis for the State to complete payroll and
benefits transactions.
All employees are expected to complete and submit accurate Timesheets in a timely
manner in accordance with the State of Vermont payroll schedule. All employees have
a duty to accurately report scheduled work hours, leave utilized, and any unpaid time
not worked on their Timesheet. The State and its employees are accountable to the
public and taxpayers, and the State does not compensate employees for time not
worked, except as authorized under the State’s leave policies. An employee who
inaccurately reports time worked and/or leave used may violate general standards of
conduct and/or the law, which may result in disciplinary action up to and including
dismissal from employment, and/or additional legal repercussions.
If an employee mistakenly misreports his or her time worked or leave used, he or she
shall correct the time reported in the manner described in the Time Entry and Approval
Deadlines section of this policy.
Departments shall ensure that employees submit accurate Timesheets. Once an
employee submits a Timesheet, the Timesheet is subject to the supervisor’s approval.
The approval provides a record that the Department accepts the Timesheet as an
accurate representation of the employee’s Payable Time. Approval by a supervisor
does not negate, mitigate, or supersede any false entry by an employee. Supervisors
shall be duly diligent in approving employee time.

DEFINITIONS
Approver - An individual responsible for reviewing, approving, and certifying another
employee’s Payable Time in VTHR, the State of Vermont’s electronic human resources
database.
Delegate - An individual authorized to enter or approve a transaction on another
employee’s behalf. Delegates log-in with their own personal user information--not the
individual employee’s user information--when conducting a transaction for the
employee.
Employee - An individual who is required to submit a timesheet (for the purposes of this
policy only).
Pay Periods - Pre-established bi-weekly periods which consist of two consecutive
calendar weeks, beginning at 12:01 AM Sunday and ending at 12:00 PM (midnight) on
Saturday fourteen days later.
Payable Time - Compensable time, after VTHR processes and calculates rules, such as
overtime, and modifies any errors made in the individual’s Reported Time.
Reported Time - The time entered on an individual’s Timesheet to indicate hours
worked, accrued leave used, and any unpaid time not worked. At a minimum, reported
time must account for an employee’s total scheduled hours.
Timesheet - The record of an employee’s Reported Time used to calculate pay.
Time Reporting Code (TRC) - A three to five (3-5) character code that designates the
type of work performed, leave used, unpaid time not worked, or other type of time
requiring reporting and processing.
VTHR - The State of Vermont’s electronic human resources database.
GENERAL PROCEDURES
All Reported Time is captured in VTHR. Time Reporting is a self-service function,
available from any electronic device with web browsing capability and internet access.
The State requires employees to independently enter their time into VTHR.
exceptions to this requirement exist and are listed below:
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1.
An employee who is absent from duty and unavailable to enter his or her own
time will be temporarily assigned a delegate to submit the Timesheet.

2.
A Department may obtain approval from the Agency of Administration to use
delegates or an alternative time capture system. Any such approval will require that
Payable Time be processed in VTHR.
3.
In accordance with the Department of Human Resources’ (“DHR”) procedures,
an employee may request a waiver from the requirement to enter his or her time.
Employees who are granted a waiver may use a paper Timesheet provided by DHR to
report their time worked and/or leave used. The supervisor will review the Timesheet
and, upon approval, forward it to a delegate for entry into VTHR.
VTHR records each Timesheet entry, who entered the time, who approved the time,
and who changed an entry. The following roles exist in Time Entry and Approval:
1.
Entry – may be completed by the employee or an authorized delegate on the
employee’s behalf.
2.
Approval – each Department has an Approval Group authorized to review and
approve time. The Department determines the sequence of approval.
3.
Audit – Departments may assign an audit role to ensure time entry and
accounting codes are accurate. The Approval Group includes individuals working in the
audit role.
TIME SHEET ADJUSTMENTS
All Approvers are able to adjust a Timesheet and have the responsibility to notify
interested parties, including the employee, of the modification. Notifications are not
processed automatically, and therefore the Approver shall manually submit the
modification notification. Adjustments may be made only to correct an error in the initial
entry, such as use of an erroneous or unauthorized Time Reporting Code or an invalid
accounting code entry. An employee who believes that his or her timesheet was
adjusted improperly shall appeal first to the person who made the adjustment. Disputed
adjustments shall be addressed at the lowest possible level. The final determination will
be made by the Department of Human Resources.
TIME SHEET ENTRY AND APPROVAL DEADLINES
Time Entry and Approval must be completed within the deadlines established by the
Department of Human Resources. Failure to enter or approve time as required
adversely impacts the payroll process and may result in corrective and/or disciplinary
action.
Errors discovered after time entry but before the time entry deadline, may be corrected
by the employee before the time entry deadline.

Errors discovered after the time entry deadline, but before payroll is processed, should
be reported to the Supervisor. The Supervisor will notify the Delegate, who will notify
DHR of the error, and will provide the individual’s name, Employee ID number, error
date, and a description of the error.
Errors discovered after payroll has been processed but before the time entry deadline of
the next pay period are considered prior pay period adjustments. The Employee,
Delegate, or Approver may unilaterally correct a Timesheet for the previously completed
pay period at any time prior to the time entry deadline.
Errors discovered after 2 complete pay periods must be reported to DHR.
TIME REPORTING CODES
Time is reported using time reporting codes (TRC), which must accurately reflect the
individual’s status and entitlements under the Collective Bargaining Agreements, if
applicable, and/or the State of Vermont’s Personnel Policies. An individual’s job status
in VTHR determines the applicable TRCs. DHR may override and correct erroneous
TRCs in accordance with DHR’s procedures.
CERTIFICATION
All employees shall certify under the pains and penalties of perjury that the reported
time information is accurate and complete to the best of their knowledge and that all
requests for services and expenses were incurred while performing work for the State of
Vermont and in accordance with the State of Vermont’s Policies.
CONFIDENTIALITY
All individuals with access to Timesheets and related data shall comply with the State of
Vermont’s Personnel Policies regarding the confidentiality of Personnel Records and
Individual Information. Please see State of Vermont Personnel Policies 5.45, 5.5, 5.6,
and 11.7 for more information.
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